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Abstract

In the decentralized strong stabilization problem for
linear time-invariant finite-dimensional systems, the
objective is to stabilize a given plant using a stabk
decentralized controller. A solvability condition for
this problem is given in terms of a parity interlacing
property which is to be satisfied among the real un-
stable poles and real unstable decentralized blocking
zeros ofthe plant. The problem ofsynthesizing decen-
tralized stabilizing controllers with nminimum number
of unstable poles is also solved.

1. Introduction

In the strong stabilization problem the objective is to
design a stabl controler which interally stabilizes a
given plant [181. It is well-known that the strong sta-
bilization problem i solvable if and only if the given
plant has an even number of real poles between each
pair of its unstable blocking zeros on the extended
real axis [18], [16]. Although there are various pro-
cedures for constructing stable stabilizing controllers
for a strongly stabilizable plant, these methods are
not directly applicable to the controllers with feed-
back constraints, such as decentralized controllers.

In this paper we consider the Decentralized Strong
Stabilization Problem (DSSP), where the objective is
to solve the decentralized stabilization problem with
stable local controllers. A motivation for DSSP is its
close rlation to some reliable decentralized stabiliza-
tion problems ([8], see also [15], [9], [3], [6]). In many
cases, the reliable decentralized stabilization problem
can be transformed to an equivalent problem of de-
centralized strong stabilization problem (see e.g. [15],
[11, Sections 2, 3]). Another motivation for DSSP
is that the solution to the problem yields an under-
standing of how the total number of unstable poles
of the overall controller can be distributed between
the local controllers. This requires an extension of
the solution of DSSP similarly to Theorem 5.3.1 of
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[16]. The problem DSSP also plays a primary role
in the solution of Decentraized Concurrent Stabilize-
tion Problem (see Conclusions). In of2 x2 plants
DSSP has been previously considered in [8] and some
partial results have been obtained.
In the next section we give the solution of DSSP in
Theorem 1. We show that the problem is solvable
if and only if the plant has no unstable decentral-
ized fixed modes and it satisfies a certain iMterlac-
ing property among its real unstable poles and real
unstable decentralized blocking zeros. In Section 3,
the solution of DSSP is extended to obtain the miniu"
mum number of unstable poles that any decentralized
stabilizing controller should have. The distribution
of thes poles between the controllers has also bee
considered. The main result of Section 3 is stated
in Theorem 2 which is a decentralized counterpart of
Theorem 5.3.1 of [16]. Some concluding remarks are
given in Conclusions.
We restrict the exposition in this paper to 2-channel
systemls. All the results stated in Theorems I and 2
can be extended to general N-channel systems.

Notation and Terminology: We denote by P and S,
the rings of proper rational functions and its subring,
stable proper rational functions, respectively. The
set of complex numbers and the set of extended com-
plex numbers including infinity are denoted by C and
C, respectively. The closed rnght half complex plane
including infinity (occasionally referred to as the un-
stable region) is denoted by C+c. We define t to
be the set of real numbers and let t+, denote the
nonnegative real numbers including infinity. For all
other definitions and terminology in the paper we re-
fer the reader to [I]. The algebraic and topological
properties of the ring S can be found in [161.

2. Decentralised Strong Stabilization
Problem

We consider a 2-channel linear time-imvariant finite-
dimensional system with the following input/output
relation:

Y02 ] [ u ] [ Z21 Z22 ] [ U2 I
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where Zi1 E ppixr;, i,j = 1,2, and Z1, Z22 are
strictly proper.

Decentralized Stabilization Problem (DSP).
Given Z above, determine a controller Z0 =

diag{Z,n,Z,2}, Z0i E P'ixP., i = 1,2, such that
(Z, Z¢) is internally stable.

It is known that DSP is solvable if and only if Z
has no unstable decentralized fixed modes [17]. These
are the unstable open loop eigenvalues of a minimal
state-space realization of Z, that remain unchanged
under all constant decentralized output feedback con-
trollers. An alternative solvability condition for DSP
ca be given in terms of the notion of completeness
[4], [7], [5]. Let

[PI ]QC-'[Ri R21 (1)

be a bicoprime fraction of Z over S, where Q E Sexq,
Pi E SPixt, and R, E Sfxri, i = 1,2. Then, DSP is
solvable if and only if

[Q R' ](z). q and [iQ RI2](z)>,
(2)

for all z E C. ([7], [10]). Any unstable z E C+ for
which the rank condition in (2) fails is an unstable
decentraled fixed mode of Z ([4], [1]).
We now define the main problem considered in this
paper.

Decentralized Strong Stabilization Problem
(DSSP). Gives Z above, determine a stable decen-
tralized controller Zc = diag{Zci , Ze2}, Zai E SirxP.,
i = 1, 2, such that (Z, Ze) is interally stable.

In the solution of DSSP we restrict our attention to
strongly connected systems [4], i.e., to those systems
for which Z12 and Z21 are both nonzero. If Z is not
strongly connected, DSSP can be easily shown to have
a solution if and only if Z has no unstable decentral-
ized fixed modes and the subplants Znl and Z22 are
both strongly stabilizable (see [10, Lemma 4.1]).
In order to state the main result of the paper define
the deentralized blocking zeros of Z to be the ele-
ments of the set

Z21
Sz:={fzE Cel Z21 Z22J

Also let 9 = Sz n I+e. Thus, t is the set of real
unstable decentralized blocking zeros of Z. Note that

I = {intersection of unstable real blocking zeros
Z,, and Z22n
{union of unstable real blocking zeros of
Zr2 and Z21.

Theorem 1. Let Z satisfy

rankZ12 > 2 or rankZ21 > 2. (3)
Then, DSSP is solvable if and only if (i) Z is free
of unstable decentralized fixed modes and (ii) Z has
an even number of real poles counting with multiplic-
ities between each pair of real unstable decentralized
blocking zeros of Z.

Proof. [Only If] By the problem deinit'ion, the
solvability of DSP is necessary for the solvability of
DSSP. Hence, Z is free of unstable decentralised fixed
modes. The set of unstable zero of det(Q) is precisely
the set of unstable poles of Z. As a consequence of
these, it can be shown that the set of unstable seros
ofdet(Q) and are disjoint. Also, ifzE t issuch
that [Z'1 Z21]'(z) = 0, then

Q R2
rank -P2 0 (z) = q-

L-PI 0
(4)

UIz E6 satisies [Z Z21](Z) = 0, on the other hand,
it holds that

rank[$ R20 i (5)

Let Zai E SrixP,, i = 1,2, be such that
(Zs diag{Zcl Z4) is inteMally stable. Then, fom
Theorem 3.2 of [7]

Z:= [PIOJ[ _p2 I ]1[ ot] (6)

is a bicoprime fraction over S. Moreover, (, Zci) is
internally stable. For any z E t+., for which (4) or
(5) holds, it is easy to show, using the fact thJ
fraction in (6) is bicoprime, that

Q R2Zc2 R1
rank -P2 I 0 (z)=q+P2,

[-P1 0 0

i.e., every z E 9 is an t+. blocking zero of Z of
(6). Let t := { ori, U, ..., Olt), where vri < ci+I,
i = 1,2,...,t-1. From Theorem 5.3.1 of [16], Zc1
%tprnally stabiliz Z just in c Z has even num-

(z) TheUof poles between each pair of elements in the set
{CI,O, ..., a)t, or equivalently the determinant of the
matrix - _ _ _ ^

,of
K:=[Qp R2Z02J

[_P2 I ]
has no sign changes in the sequence o,, a, ..., Otfg
On the other hand, for any z E 9, one has Z22(z) =
0. Therefore, det(K) and det(Q) take the same sign
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at the sequence ori, a2, ..., ot. Hence, for DSSP to
be solvable det(Q) should take the same sign at the
sequence J1, a, ...I at. This holds if and only if Z
has even number of real poles between each pair of
elements in the set {ir, F2, ..., Jt}.

[M Using the amumption that Z has no unstable de-
centralized fixed modes, it is straightforward to show
that the set of unstable zeros of det(Q) and ? are
disjoint. Let some left and right coprime fractions of
Z22 over S be giVen by Zn2 = DL 1N, = NrD; 1. Let
S2 = gdf(Q,R2), so that Q = Qli,9R2 = 01,
for a left cop pair o matrices (Q, 1). Also let
(r := gcrf(O,P2) so that Q = QO,., P2 = P2f, , for
a right coprime pair of matrices (Q, A). Then, a bi-
coprime fraction of Zn over S is given by PAQ-1R2.
Also note that det(D,) = det(D,) = det(Q). Let

f = {z E R+.Iet(fl,)det(fr)(z) # 0},
D {z E fl+.Idet(D)(z) = 01,

? :=flfl{DJ{xZEt.J [ZiiZ12J(z)=Oor
[Z1l Z2j1'(z) = 0,

*I := {z E jZn(z) = 0), and
92 =-*i.

Note that 0 is the set of extended real num-
bers excluding the input-output decoupling zeros of
(P21Q,R2), and D is the set of unstable real poles
Of Z2. Observe that z E #t iMPlies [Zll Zl2](z) or

Z141 Zdl1'(z) s ero, ie, zE I implies zE t. Also
for any z E ta, NP(z) is nonzero. Without loe of
generality mume that det(Q) takes positive sign at
the sequence al, 0'2, ..., a1. Now, construct Z2 us-
ing known interpolation techniques and the genericity
properties of the ring S, to satisfy

(a) (I + Z22Zc2)- is well-defined,
(b) det(0,)det(flr)det(DA + NsZc2) takes nonzero val-
ues with positive sign on the elements of 2 (see the
proof of Theorem 2.2 in [11]),
(c) The pairs (Dr, Za2) and (DI, Ze2) are left and right
coprime rewectively ((16, Lemma 7.8.31]),
(d) The transfer matrix defined by (6) is bicoprime
((10, Theorem 4.11).
Note that the property (b) yields that det(01) de(Or)
det(Dv + N1 Zc2) takes pOsitive sign at each element
of t. (This can be more clearly sen as folows: If
z E 9, it belongs to either t1 or 2. If z E I then
z E ? also, and det(()%det(fr)det(D, + NiZcz)(z) =
det(Q)(z) > 0. If z E 92, on the other hand, the con-
strUCtion of ZC2 esues that det(fl)det(Z)det(Di +
NaZc2)(z) > O) Also the properties (a), (b), (c), (d)
above still continue to hold under sufficiently small

perturbations on Z42, with respect to the graph topol
ogy [16]. We will now skow atba en arbitrarily
smell perturbation onZ0 the set of 2+. blocking ze-
ros of2 above can be made to be contained in the set
9. Since det(Q)det(41)det(T + NiZ.2) is equal to

de([ .p, R ]Z)'
the italicized aent pls by [16, Thwem
5.3.1] that Z can be internally biliz by some sta
ble compensat Z1. Cosuently, the exis Znl,
Z42 such that (Z, diag{Ze, Z42}) is =inealy stable.

We now prove the italicized statement above. Let
T := Zd(t + ZnZ42)1 and let Tf1T2 = T be
a left coprime fraction of T. It hoIds that Ze_
Dr(TiDr - T2Nr)-1T2 SinCe (D,r,Z2) is left CO-
prime, (T1D, - T2Nr)D;71 is over S, ie., V2 = TzDv
for some matrix !P2 over S. Let T17T2 = T274, fOr
a right copnme pair of matrices (T2,T1). It follows
that Z4, = T2(Ti - N,T4')- . By the lft coprime-
new (TI - N,T21T2),and by the right coprnmenes of
(DAtZ02) it easily follows that D = (T1- N,T)V
for some unimodular V over S. Observe that for any
A E SV2ixP, satisfying ACJ1/<Il VNlI, 1V -N_A
is unimodular. Using Lemma A.2 in [11] and the con-
nectivity assumption (3), it can be shown that there
exists an open and dense subset X of S xl such
that for any fixed but otherwise arbitrary A E X, the
implication

(ZlI -Z12(T'2 + DrA)271ThZ2i)(Z) = 0

Zii Z42 1 (z) = or 1Z1J2']f(z)O=,0 VzE2+ -D
(7)

holds. Now choose A E X with sufficiently small
norm such that when 42 is replaced by Z2A :=(T2+
DrA)(V - NrA)"l (a), (b), (c) and (d) above still
hold. Now Z = Zil Z13Ze24(I + ZnZCa2)j1Z21
= - (Z12(t2 + DrA)I7DAZ21. By the fac that
(d) holds, it follows that the unstable blocking zeros
of Z and the set of unsable ser of det(0,1)det(0,)
are disjoint. Then, the implication in (7) shows that
the t+. blocking zeros of 2 are contained in?.this
proves the italicized statement.O

Remark. Note that, the connectivity awumption
(3) is usd only in the sufficiency part of the proof.
Thus, every plant for which DSSP m solvable satisfies
the interlacing property indicated in Theorem I.
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3. Distribution of the Unstable Poles
Between the Local Compensators

The result stated in Theorem 1 can be extended to
investigate the design of decentralized stabilizing con-
trollers with minimum number of unstable poles. The
following result can be proved similarly to Theorem
1 above, [12]. For an analogy with the full-feedback
case see Theorem 5.3.1 of [16].

Given a strongly connected plant Z where (3) holds
and Z is free of unstable decentralized fixed modes,
let el, t2, ..., at denote the elements of I arranged in
the ascending order. Also let qi denote the number of
poles of Z counted with multiplicities in the interval
(oil ffi+i), i E {1,2, ...,t-1}. Assume that 'g denotes
the number of odd integers in the sequence ql, 2, ,
mh-1.

Theorem 2.

L If a solution diag{Z0l,Z02} to DSP is suck that
the number of unstable poles ofZi counted with mul-
tiplicities is eqal to ni, i = 1, 2, then r C ni + n2*
II. Given two nonnegative integers nl, n2 such that
q = ni + n2, there exists a solution diag(Zl, Za2}
to DSP such that the number of unstable poles of Za
counted with multiplicities is eqal to ni, i = 1, 2.

An interesting feature of Theorem 2 is that the un-
stable poles of the overall controler can be arbitrarily
distributed between the local controllers. The reader
is referred to [2] where some related problems are in-
vestigated.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced the notion of de-
centralized blocking zeros and obtained the solution
of Decentralized Strong Stabilization Problem where
the objective is to stabilize a system using a stable
decentralized controller. It is shown that DSSP is
solvable if and only if the real unstable poles and the
real unstable decentralized blocking zeros of the plant
satisfy a parity interlacing property. The synthe-
sis of decentralized stabilizing controllers with min-
imum number of unstable poles is also investigated.
The constructieve parts of the results in the paper are
stated under the mild connectivity assumption (3).

We finally note that DSSP is the core problem of De-
centralized Concurrent Stabilization Problem which
is defined as follows.
Decentralized Concurrent Stabilization Prob-
lem (DCSP). Let the two-channel plants Z and
T = diag{TI,T2} be given, where the sizes of Ti and

Zii are compatible, i = 1,2. Determine a deceutral-
ized controller Zc = diag{Z,, ZC2} such that (Z, Z)
and (T, Z0) are both internally stable.

The problem DCSP is a special decentralized simul-
taneous stabilization problem [14]. In [12], [131 it is
shown that a solution to DCSP exists if and only
if DSSP is solvable for an auxilary plant the decen-
tralized blocking zeros of which can be explicitly de-
scribed.
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